CLINTONS'
"NEW"
SOCIAL
CONTRACT
COVENANTS
AND
AMERICA'S "PARADIGM SHIFT"
Clintons’ effects on America’s sovereignty and
virtue
“The government… can never be in danger of degenerating into a
monarchy, and oligarchy, an aristocracy, or any other despotic
or oppressive form so long as there shall remain any virtue in
the body of the people.” George Washington in Letter to the
Marquis de Lafayette, February 7, 1788
Freer trade abroad means more jobs at home. Every $1 billion
in U.S. exports generates 20-30,000 more jobs. We must find
ways to help developing nations finally overcome their debt
crisis, which has lessened their capacity to buy American
goods and probably cost us 1.5 million American jobs." Bill
Clinton "A New Covenant for American Security" Governor Bill
Clinton Georgetown University December 12, 1991

Bill Clinton continued his “New Deal”
by violating the
Founding Fathers covenant. The Clinton administration created
the N.A.F.T.A Act which opened the door for mass illegal
immigration. We have seen “dramatic” change to our economy
however it was not “good for American People”.
In lieu of upcoming TPP Partnership Trade Agreement can we see
by previous trade agreements and condition of our economy it
could be the last nail in the coffin?

“O My people! Their oppressors are children, And women rule
over them. O My people! Those who guide you lead you astray
And confuse the direction of your paths.”
Isaiah 3:

“The LORD detests dishonest scales, but accurate weights find
favor with him.” Proverbs 11:1
“The covenant calls for an agreement among citizens,
businesses, government and faith groups to adhere to universal
ethical values, reduce job inequality, become stewards of the
environment and more.”
Whatever you want to call that “third
universe”
SEPTEMBER 19, 2013 – CHELSEA CLINTON JOINED GEORGETOWN
President John J. DeGioia for a conversation yesterday as part
of a two-day World Economic Forum (WEF)’s Global Agenda
Council on Values conference hosted by the university.
The conference, “The New Social Covenant: Committing to Human
Dignity and Common Values in the Global Economy,” focused on
the New Social Covenant, a document developed by WEF’s Global
Agenda Council on Values.
Is Chelsea Clinton speaking of an “Established Religion” and
global trade agreements with humanity similar to Solomon’s
with King of Tyre??

“Paradigm Shift”
This dramatic change in attitudes was given a special name: Paradigm
Shift. The most succinct definition of this strange term is given by
the official New Age Dictionary. Paradigm Shift is defined as a
"spiritual or mental axis-shift; a change in perception or world
view". Paradigm itself is defined as "a set of deep concerns...dogmas
and assumptions..." In other words, Paradigm refers to those deeply
held religious beliefs by which a person lives their life.

Earth Day 2015: Inspiring Evidence
of a Paradigm Shift
Hillary’s “Paradigm Shift” can be seen throughout our nation
and the world from her actions while serving in key positions
of government. But few recognize it due to the degenerating
effect of demoralization and mental effects of psychological
subversion. Few know Earth Day was Vladimir Lenin’s Birthday,
and with government’s arm in businesses, it was celebrated
in grocery stores and public schools.
It is obvious the
manipulation of the economy was identical to the Civil War and
the Great Depression.
Hillary was nicknamed Alinsky’s
daughter for a reason. The level of lawlessness will only lead
to the prophetic “shift” of Ezekiel’s wheel, which the world
is not ready for. Then will come the time that Chelsea will
see her “third universe”.
If Hillary’s lawlessness
continues, could the “paradigm shift” lead to Bill’s Jimmy
Kimmel interview featuring his prediction of an”Independence
Day” alien invasion?

We have few watchmen since First Lady Hillary Clinton engaged
the Religious Roundtable and now, as in Jezebel’s day, the
prophetic voice has aligned itself with the political voice to
be cared for during this shift.
It was Jezebel who ran the
show, not Ahab. This was seen in many presidencies, including
Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt’s.
This is why Hillary
channels
Eleanor frequently for advice.
J. Edgar Hoover exposed Eleanor Roosevelt and FDR for
communist activities.
Eleanor’s biggest accomplishment, in
her eyes, was the U.N. Charter to accomplish the goals that
Woodrow Wilson had failed with the League of Nations. First
Lady Hillary Clinton changes advanced the global goals of U.N.
with her multifaceted “Millennium Project” 2000 executive
order.

“Silent actions are transforming our way of
life, and when placed together like pieces
of a puzzle, demonstrate to us that we are,
in fact, experiencing a paradigm shift.”

Kabbalah Mystics Have Power Over
Politicians 2/13/2013
Bill and Hillary Clinton became enthusiastic followers of this
eccentric cult. It has been described as a Jewish Heresy that
mixes the Old Testament with Medieval cabbala mysticism, plus
a noticeable amount of 1960’s university Marxism. This
unhealthy Tikkun Cult gripped the imagination of the Clintons
who claimed they looked to it for inspiration. Bill Clinton
wrote a letter in 1988 saying “You have helped me clarify my
own thinking..” Hillary was also converted and became a true
believer. As a result she went on a crusade to “feminise”
America.

Under the influence of Tikkun, Hillary Clinton said
during a speech that she wanted to achieve for America
a “New Covenant” by means of the “paradigm shift”. Few
people understood what she meant. However, the
subversive movement was so enthralled with their
Clinton stooges that they continued to use them in
international political affairs long after they were
out of office.
The White House guru “Michael Lerner”
made famous by First Lady Hillary Clinton adapting his
“politics of reason”.
Michael Lerner was considered by J. Edgar Hoover for
60’s radical activities as “most dangerous mind in the

world”.
Was “Hale-Bopp” comet during Clinton
Administration Hillary’s “paradigm shift”?

"The Alchemist made a big mistake trying to turn base metals
into gold by incantation. With chemical elements alchemy
doesn't work. But it does work in the financial markets,
because "incantations" can influence the decisions of the
people who shape the course of events". George Soros "Soros on
Soros"

“Whatever you want to call that third
universe” “
Chelsea Clinton SEPTEMBER 19, 2013 Georgetown University
The Coming of the Kingdom
Luke 17:28-29 they were eating, they were drinking, they were
marrying, they were being given in marriage, until the day
that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed
them all. 28″It was the same as happened in the days of Lot:
they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying, they
were selling, they were planting, they were building; 29but on
the day that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all.

Bill Clinton Wouldn’t be Surprised if
Aliens Exist
April 3, 2014
Agree Or Disagree That Aliens Exist? & Did Bill Clinton
Foreshadow The Antichrist On Jimmy Kimmel?

National Emergency Preparedness now includes Zombie Apocalypse

